
Hunting Namibia - A Brief Hunting Survey Of
Namibia

When it comes to hunting adventures in Africa, Namibia stands out as one of the
most breathtaking destinations. With its vast landscapes, diverse wildlife, and
well-regulated hunting industry, Namibia offers a unique and thrilling experience
for hunters of all levels. In this article, we will delve into a brief hunting survey of
Namibia, exploring its key features, regulations, and the overall experience it
provides for enthusiasts.
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The Beauty of Namibia: A Hunter's Paradise

Namibia, located in southwestern Africa, is known for its stunning natural beauty
and abundant wildlife. The country boasts expansive savannas, desert
landscapes, and rugged mountains, making it a perfect hunting ground for those
seeking adventure and immersion in nature.
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From famous game species like kudu, gemsbok, and wildebeest to rare and
elusive animals such as the desert-adapted elephant and black-faced impala,
Namibia hosts a variety of game that attracts hunters from around the world. The
diverse terrain provides a challenging experience, ensuring that hunters have to
utilize their skills and adapt to different hunting conditions.

Regulations Ensuring Sustainable Hunting

Namibia has a well-regulated hunting industry that focuses on sustainability and
conservation. The country has implemented strict quotas and regulations to
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preserve the wildlife populations and ensure responsible hunting practices.

Professional hunters in Namibia are highly qualified and experienced in guiding
hunting safaris. They prioritize ethical hunting, respecting the animals and nature,
and promoting fair-chase principles. Hunting associations and organizations work
closely with the government to establish best practices and maintain the balance
between conservation and hunting.

The Experience of a Namibian Hunting Safari

Embarking on a hunting safari in Namibia is an adventure like no other. The
journey begins with planning and preparation, choosing the right hunting outfitter,
and determining your preferred hunting area. Whether you opt for the bushveld,
the plains, or the deserts, there are various options available to suit your
preferences.

Once you arrive in Namibia, you will be greeted by professional hunters and
guides who will ensure your safety and provide valuable guidance throughout
your hunting journey. They possess an in-depth knowledge of the local fauna,
hunting techniques, and the best spots to encounter your desired game.



The Thrill of the Hunt and Conservation Contribution

Setting foot in Namibia's wild terrain, you will experience the adrenaline rush of
tracking and stalking your target. The immersive experience takes you on a
journey through the stunning landscapes, encountering various wildlife species
along the way.
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It is important to note that hunting in Namibia is not only about the thrill of the
hunt but also contributes significantly to conservation efforts. Hunting revenues
aid in wildlife management, anti-poaching initiatives, and the overall preservation
of the natural habitat. By participating in a well-regulated and ethical hunting
safari, hunters contribute to the long-term sustainability of Namibia's wildlife.

The Cultural and Culinary Delights

Aside from the hunting adventure, Namibia offers a rich cultural experience and a
chance to savor delicious local cuisine. Engaging with local communities allows
you to learn about their traditions, heritage, and close connection to nature. From
traditional dances to storytelling sessions, Namibia's culture adds depth to your
overall hunting experience.

Furthermore, the culinary scene in Namibia introduces you to flavorsome game
meat dishes, showcasing the wild game you encounter during your safari. Indulge
in a true gastronomic adventure, tasting the essence of Namibia's hunting legacy.

In

Namibia's unique blend of wildlife, breathtaking landscapes, and sustainable
hunting practices make it a top choice for hunting enthusiasts. The country's
commitment to conservation and responsible hunting ensures the protection of its
diverse fauna, while offering hunters an unforgettable experience.

Embark on a Namibian hunting safari and immerse yourself in the beauty of
nature, the thrill of the hunt, and the vibrant culture of this captivating African
nation. Discover the wonders of Namibia and create lifelong memories on a
hunting adventure like no other.
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Hunting Namibia includes stories and full color pictures from almost ten years of
safari hunting in Namibia. The safaris in this survey unfolded in most of the major
untamed safaris areas of Namibia. This book offers helpful tips to those thinking
about hunting in Namibia as well as stories that may seem familiar to those that
have. Our safaris balance the drama, labor and fearlessness required for proper
dangerous game hunting at close range with the precision shooting required for
plains game. Our safaris started with tracking kudu and eland through the ancient
acacia covered dunes and straights bordering Bushmanland then moves to
dangerous game amongst the swamps of the Zambezi River in the Caprivi and
the escarpment above. Larry Weishuhn adds a special dangerous game chapter
entitled HEB. His exploits keep the reader right in the thorns and dust with him as
he closes the gate on the hippo, elephant and buffalo of the Caprivi Strip. Our
final weeks were spent amongst the powder dry red Kalahari dunes and arid wind
swept mountains in the south and central regions where we found an abundance
of uncontained gemsbok, kudu and Mountain zebra. Our provisions throughout
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were exceptional with the highlight likely being a feast of sheep’s head and
backstrap from one of the three cattle killing leopards we had to dispatch along
the way. Our safaris in Namibia have been exciting, safe and fruitful with almost a
total absence of biting flies and mosquitoes…what more could an adventure
hunter ask for?
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